Thank you for being an important member of our Citizen University family and attending our National Conference.

As we continue to build on the work we have begun of bringing joyful, dynamic programs around the entire country in 2019 and beyond, we wanted to share with you that we not be continuing the National Conference next year, but there are many more ways to participate.

Over the past decade Citizen University has grown into the organization that we are today, setting us on the path toward building a culture of more powerful, responsible citizenship.

In 2019, we will focus our efforts on training and activating civic catalysts who will help us spread the message of civic power and civic character to all corners of the country.

As someone who was there with us from the beginning, we invite you to join us — your unique talents and commitment to a shared civic purpose can go a long way:

- Attend a Civic Saturday
- Sign up to learn about our Civic Seminary
- Stay tuned for the launch of our Youth Power Curriculum and additional toolkits
- Watch CUTV episodes and past conference videos
- Stay connected with us via social media and email

Most importantly, take the lessons learned and connections made at the National Conference and use them to spread the belief that democracy is on us—that we have the power to create change and a responsibility to try.

Thank you for many years of participation, and here’s to many more.

— The Citizen University Team